THE NUMBER OF MAXIMAL (k, m)-CYCLES
Preliminary notions
In this paper we shall use all the notations and definitions introduced in [1] . Recall only some of them. We shall, however, restrict ourselves to the case'when the alphabet M = {0,1} consists of 2 elements. Definition 1. The sequence Τ = t^,t 2 ,... eM" is to be said a (k,m)-sequence iff the following conditions are satisfied: ( 1 ) We recall that the (k,m)-sequences are cyclic sequences and that the length of their cycles does not exceed the number m2^ ( The set of all (k,m)-cycles ((k,m)-sequences) will be denoted by Ck m (Rk m), whereas the symbol maxC^.
(maxRk will denote the set of all maximal (k,m)-cycles {subset of (k,m)-sequences with maximal cycles). Definition
4.
A binary sequence T=t1, ΐ^.,.εΜ 0 is called (k,m)-recurrence sequence iff there exists a system L·· of functions $εκ:Μ --M, i = 0,1,..., m-1, men such that the sequence Τ can be defined by a recurrence formula of the form:
where m,keîJ and x(mod y) denotes the remainder in dividing χ by y, the function φ^ defined by the formulas (4) #i(t1 ,t2,. ..tk) = t2,t3,...tk,g9i(t1,...tk)
being a one-to-one mapping. As easily seen, each (k,m)-sequence Τ is a (k,m)-^recur-rence sequence.
In the set Rk let now there be defined the relation ~ m as follows: 
Length of a (k,m)-cycle
Our next object will be to investigate the lengths of (k,m)-cycles. Lemma 1.
The length of a cycle of a (k,m)-sequence is a divisor of the number m2 .
The proof follows immediately from the definition. Let Τ = t_.,t0,... e"â°° be a (k.m)-sequence. Assume that k the length of a (k,m)-cycle of the sequence Τ is s<m2 t, and let ρ = m¡ 2 /s (this last equality being possible by Lemma 1). These assumptions will be adopted the sequel for Lemmas 2-5» although we shall not repeat them each time.
Lemma 2. s> 2 k (whence ρ «m). Proof.
If the length s of a (k,m)-cycle of the V sequence Τ was less than 2 , then the sequence Τ would ν not contain 2 distinct states of k elements. Since condition (7) would not be fulfilled, the sequence Τ could not be a (k,m)-sequence, which is contrary to the assumption. Lemma 3.
Por each natural number i< ρ the number m does not divide the product i s.
Proof. Assume that there exist numbers i,q e Ν such that mq = is. Since t1,t2,...tk = t iS+l' t is+2'' ' ,t; is+k' as the length of the cycle is s and is = mq, where q<2 k , condition (2) is not satisfied, which is contrary to the assumption that Τ is a (k,m)-sequence. Lemma 4. The number ρ is an odd divisor of m. Proof.
Let ρ be en even number. Then sp/2 is k k divisible by s (since ps = m2 for whence ps/m =2^2 k-1 and finally sp/2m =2 ), which is in contradiction to Lemma 3. We have to prove, moreover, that ρ is a divisor of m. ν Since ρ (p^ m) is an odd number and divides m2 , it follows that ρ divides m. ..m-1 in formula (3) may be replaced by the system of the first η functions φ i = 0,1,...n-1 and the recurrence sequenoe defined by, this formula will be identical with T. We have thus proved that Τ is a (k,η)-sequence, it follows from Corollary 5 since the lr length of its cycle is n2 ; this cycle is therefore a maximal (k,n)-cycle. Theorem 3. If n,m,r e Η and η = mr, r being an odd number, then any (k,m)-sequence Τ -t^,t2»... is at the sàme time a (k,n)-sequence.
Proof. In order that Τ may be (k,n)-sequence the conditions (1) and (2) must be satisfied. We see at once that tho first is fulfilled. Assuma that the condition (2) is not lr satisfied. Then there exists a natural number j<2 such that ^....t^ = ^nj+i >··· ΐ η^+]5:· Prom the assumption that Τ is a (k,m)-sequence it follows that t^,...tk = ^i^k+i»··· ...t . for any natural number i. Since j<2 k and im2 +k r = n/m is an odd number, there exists a number q e H such k k that following inequalities hold: qm2 <n;j<(q+1)m2 . Thus we get:
for s<2 k ; but this means that Τ is not a (k,m)-sequence, which is contrary to the assumption. a. similar notation will be used for elements of the set S k m . To each sequence a = (x 1 ,., from the set P, _ let there correspond the node P. = = (x 1 ,...xj £i _ 1 ) i and to each sequence (y 1 ,.. .y k ) i 6 S^ let there be associated arc whose origin is the node and the end is the node (7 2 »*·(i+1)(mod m) for i= 0,1,...m-1. The graph thus obtained will be denoted by G, . Fig.1 represents the graph G^ 2» ^e orientation of the arcs being shown by arrows. Let us note that the graph G0 0 1 ) ' is compact ' and that each node in G^ is the origin of exactly 2 arcs and the end of exactly 2 arcs, hence G,, is a ρ J * 2-graph
We shall now define the graph G* dual with respect to a given 2-graph G, as follows: a) To each aro bQ of G let correspond the node PQ of G* b) If b^ is an arc of G, whose origin is the end of the arc bQ> then there exists in G* an arc Cq^ whose origin is PQ and end is P^ e) in G* there exist only arcs and nodes defined by rules a) and b).
Theorem 5. If G is a 2-graph with r nodes, •J) having exactly ρ full cycles·", then G has exactly p2 full cycles.
Por the proof see [4]. As easily seen, the above defined graph m is a graph dual to G .
The graph Gk has exactly 2 m¿ ft .11 cycles. The proof will be performed by induction with respect to k, m being arbitrary and fixed. Por the graph Gi the I 9 UX number of cycles can immediately be found. Since in each of the m-1 nodes we may arbitrarily choose one of the two aros, then are 2 m~1 possible cases and as many distinct full cycles. Assume that the graph G. . _ has 2 1 full cycles; then by Theorem 5 and taking into account the fact that Gj^-i ^ = A graph G is said to be compact if for any pair of nodes there exists a path (sequence of arcs) joining them.
A graph G is said to be a 2-graph if it is oriented and if each its node is the origin and end of exaotly 2 arcs.
^ We call full cycle in a graph G a way describing each arc exactly onece. : (t1,...tlc)0,{t2,...,tk;+1) Since the number and the length of maximal (k,2 s ) -cycles and of maximal (k+s,1)-cycles are respectively equal, it may be conjectured that these cycles are always identical. The following example shows that this is not true. 
